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Abstract

Content creators are exposed to elevated risks compared to the general Internet user. This study explores the threat landscape that creators in Pakistan are exposed to, how they protect themselves, and which support structures they rely on. We conducted a semi-structured interview study with 23 creators from diverse backgrounds who create content on various topics. Our data suggests that online threats frequently spill over into the offline world, especially for gender minorities. Creating content on sensitive topics like politics, religion, and human rights is associated with elevated risks. We find that defensive mechanisms and external support structures are non-existent, lacking, or inadequately adjusted to the sociocultural context of Pakistan.

Disclaimer: This paper contains quotes describing harmful experiences relating to sexual and physical assault, eating disorders, and extreme threats of violence.

1 Introduction

Online content creators express themselves, reach broad audiences, raise awareness, or build careers [22, 54] using services such as TikTok, Instagram, and YouTube. They cater to large audiences, share a sizable volume of private data and are consequently exposed to elevated risks [87]. Prior research explored the threats to US-based content creators [79, 87] and the ways in which sensitive topics – such as sex work – affect the security and privacy of creators [38, 62]. While it is estimated that approximately an equal number of men and women engage in content creation work [50], a survey by Thomas et al. [87] found that U.S. content creators who identify as women are more likely to experience sexual harassment, excessive negative reviews, stalking, spreading of rumors, and surveillance than those who identify as men. Furthermore, outside of content creation, a growing body of work establishes how gender impacts the digital security and privacy experiences [25, 76–78, 96]. In the global south [6, 77, 78, 91], women are structurally disadvantaged and face unique threats, often tied to their socioeconomic status and literacy [6, 70, 78].

In this paper, we present a study with 23 semi-structured interviews investigating the intersectional marginalization for content creators across genders in Pakistan. Pakistan is a particularly interesting country in this regard: It ranks second to last in terms of gender parity [35]. Due to cultural and religious factors, the access to the regular labor markets is limited for women [19] as is their presence in public spaces in comparison to men [68]. To navigate these constraints many women choose to migrate to online spaces for forming social connections and for work and business opportunities [97]. Prior work reveals the vital importance of online communities in countries like Pakistan for women to discuss taboo narratives, find work, explore identities and form connections [11, 97].

In contrast to general social media users, content creators are especially vulnerable and constitute a special case in two ways: (1) They cater to a large audience, and depending on the type of content they produce can (be perceived to) threaten social norms and structures.\(^1\) (2) They have to stay online and maintain public profiles and personas to keep their business/activism going and thus cannot rely on affordances available to other users who have private profiles and are not dependent on making money as content creators.

Anecdotal evidence reports instances of women content creators in Pakistan facing severe harassment [21], group assault [31], or getting killed [55, 82]. The prominent case of Qandeel Baloch demonstrates how content creation can be a powerful way for women from low socioeconomic backgrounds in Pakistan to emancipate themselves, but who also face lethal consequences when family, friends or extended relatives start to feel threatened or dishonoured by their presence in online spaces, particularly when their private data (identity) is leaked [55]. Additionally, content creators - both men and women - who engage with sensitive topics such as religion, sexuality or politics face harassment [21, 45], may be forced to leave the country temporarily [3], and have even been killed for their work [47]. These stories showcase the elevated risk to which Pakistani content creators are exposed and under-
score the critical need for research into how to best protect these marginalized content creators.

Our qualitative study investigates the security context of digital content creation in Pakistan including the threat landscape, how creators navigate concrete negative experiences, defensive mechanisms, and what support structures they rely on. Accordingly, we defined the following research questions:

RQ1: What does the threat landscape for content creators in Pakistan look like?

RQ2: What defensive mechanisms do Pakistani content creators implement to stay safe and secure? Which resources do they rely on?

RQ3: What gaps are present in existing security and privacy measures? Which interventions would be needed that are specific to the Pakistani social media ecosystem?

We find that the online and offline threat landscape is tightly connected, with online threats frequently manifesting in offline harm. The degree of both online and offline threats are severe and in the socio-political context of Pakistan can become lethal, especially if content revolves around religion, sexuality, or politics. Online threats are accounted for with a mixture of technical and behavioral defenses. While defenses exist for prominent threat categories like toxic content, participants are dissatisfied with options to deplatform attackers. However, certain threat categories such as impersonation lack any defensive mechanisms, while exposing victims to severe threats. Our findings inform the further development of inclusive safety tooling for social media platforms tailored to different populations and risks that are specific to those populations. Moreover, our findings contribute to the improvement of information sources for at-risk populations.

2 Background and Related Work

2.1 Sociocultural Background of Pakistan

Pakistan is a particularly interesting country to study the challenges of publicly exposed figures such as content creators and frontiers of security and privacy measures given its complex patriarchal and religious landscape. In the recent 2022 gender gap report by the World Economic Forum Pakistan places second to last (Afghanistan is last) in terms of gender parity [35]. In Pakistan, offline and online privacy behaviors are heavily influenced by religious and conservative values and patriarchal norms. Notions of community, family honor, and piety as well as Islamic values heavily influence legal, political, and social norms [37]. Pakistan is a culturally and linguistically diverse country with significant region-specific differences within the country. It is also deeply class-based where wealth is not equally distributed, and the reality of high-income citizens is very different from those of low-income citizens [4]. There exists an educational divide between rural and urban citizens, and the majority of women have no formal education [1]. Mobile phones are equally available to both rural and urban households, however, rural households are three times less likely to have access to a computer or internet [1]. Islam is the state religion with approximately 95-98% of the population identifying as Muslim. The Islamic principles of Purdah and gender segregation often bleed into digital spaces as well. Purdah is broadly defined as the segregation of genders, and involves both modesty of the heart and the eye [40]. The practice of Islam in Pakistan values modesty, the segregation of genders and the covering of women’s bodies [40]. These values also impact women’s access to formal labor markets, public spaces, and digital spaces [56]. Prior work highlights the ways in which women in Pakistan navigate constraints on mobility, social networks, access to labor markets, and social support by leveraging digital spaces [69, 97]. Online spaces are a particularly critical pathway for women to access vital resources and gain financial independence. However, prior work also highlights the ways in which these spaces fail women in Pakistan [70].

Since 2013, the Pakistani national identity cards have a third gender category [2], and since 2018, Pakistan’s Transgender Persons (Protection of Rights) Act theoretically strengthened the rights of transgender people. Although the transgender community – locally referred to as the Khwaja Sira – are officially recognized, they continue to face severe discrimination, are often excluded from the conventional job market, and are seen as beggars in public [71]. Despite legal recognition and a Supreme Court ruling allowing transgender people to be identified as a third gender, systemic social support is still lacking. Prominent representatives of the Khwaja Sira community argue that the Western LGBTQ+ acronym does not adequately capture their unique experiences, and they emphasize the separation of gender identity and sexual orientation [48]. In Pakistan, there are two main social attitudes towards the Khwaja Sira: conservative groups marginalize them for not conforming to a binary gender, while the liberal population often understands trans rights but through Western ideals [9].

2.2 Security and Privacy of Content Creators

In 2022, Thomas et al. [87] conducted a survey with 135 U.S. content creators from different platforms (esp. YouTube, Instagram, and TikTok) with a focus on quantifying the extent of negative experiences, reactions to attacks, and perceived gaps in protective solutions provided by platforms. They found that content creators in the U.S. are structurally exposed to risk, with one in three being the target of attacks and 95% experiencing hate or harassment at least once. In response, many content creators chose to ignore attacks, while others engaged in self-censorship, or leaving platforms altogether. A recent interview study by Samermit et al. [79] explored threats relevant to U.S. creators, and their protective practices. They found diverse threat models apply for creators, and that defenses are often adopted only after negative expe-
riences. While these works offer insight into experiences of content creators in the US, a full understanding of content creator safety and security requires an understanding of the experiences of non-WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic [44]) creators. Centering the most marginalized users allows us to ensure that we fully capture the risks faced by content creators in designing interventions; as McDonald et al. [63] explain, “often, the privacy risks of vulnerable populations are not fully considered in the design of systems because those risks and potential harms are not fully understood (nor necessarily prioritized) by those responsible for research and design.” For instance, recent work has begun to explore the unique safety and security experiences of digital sex workers. These content creators exist at the intersection between digital content creation and sex work; they utilize social media to create monetized adult content as well as connect with other creators and engage in community support [34, 38, 39, 89]. In addition to negative experiences faced by content creators at large [87], digital sex workers are also subject to social stigma and strict content moderation policies [17], producing additional negative outcomes like being de-platformed from social media sites [16, 38]. In general, algorithmic fairness is an issue for marginalized creators [26, 33, 49]. For instance, creators with disabilities face challenges with demonetization [49] and transfeminine TikTok creators need to navigate visibility traps [33].

2.3 Research beyond WEIRD populations

Prior works exploring the privacy and security concerns of non-WEIRD populations reveal the deeply gendered ways in which privacy is understood, enacted and preserved [15, 70, 77, 78]. In these studies religion, literacy and gender play a pivotal role in privacy perceptions and behaviours. In the Pakistani context, studies reveal the ways in which women negotiate the creation of gendered women-only spaces online as a way of protecting their modesty from unfamiliar men, as prescribed by Islamic teachings [70, 97]. A recent study on young Pakistanis’ perceptions on security and cyber crime found that men and women prioritize threats differently, and form networks to cope with lack of platform affordances [15]. Studies exploring Arab Gulf citizens’ privacy behaviours reveal Arabic social media users frequently establish private online accounts to uphold personal or familial honor, in line with social norms [5]. Prior work also reveals low-income, low-literate women in Pakistan, India, and Bangladesh associate privacy with western values [78] or with shame [70], often believing privacy is only for people who have done something that they want to hide. These studies highlight the mechanisms women in Pakistan, India and Bangladesh employ to protect themselves including but not limited to avoidance, deletions, limited lists, private profiles, multiple accounts and the use of private modes [70, 77, 78]. In contrast to these populations our work focuses on a particularly vulnerable group, content creators, who due to the nature of their online engagement are unable to use many of the provided platform affordances like private modes, limited lists, private profiles or avoidance.

2.4 Research on Vulnerable Populations

We place our work in the broader context of populations exposed to elevated risks. In both the HCI and security communities researchers have identified the need to study vulnerable populations to understand the structural threat landscape these people are exposed to, and to investigate possible shortcomings in protective means [63, 94]. In a meta study, Warford et al [94] identified contextual risk factors that can be used to categorize at-risk populations. Societal factors describe how users are at-risk due to their cultural and social embeddedness and public roles they take on. Examples of people facing elevated risk due to taking legal or political action include, but are not limited to, people involved with political campaigns in the US [28], activists [30, 51, 57, 85], and journalists [64–66]. Moreover, research focused on vulnerable marginalised groups such as LGBTQ+ people [20, 53, 80], sex workers [18, 84], and populations that are at-risk due to low socioeconomic status (e.g., non-Western woman [32, 77, 78, 92], people in developing regions [7, 67, 74, 91], and people in developed regions [27, 72, 73, 93]). Apart from that, Warford et al. [94] identified the relationships of people (e.g., intimate partner abuse [24, 36, 41, 60]), and the personal circumstances (e.g., underserved accessibility needs [8, 46, 58]) as potential risk factors. In our study we find that content creators who use their voice to make political statements, or otherwise comment on societal norms such as religion or sexuality are exposed to elevated risk in the context of Pakistan.

3 Methodology

We conducted a qualitative semi-structured interview study (n = 23) to explore content creators’ security and privacy perceptions, needs, and practices in the socio-cultural context of Pakistan. The following sections detail our recruitment, interview procedure, pilot tests, and analysis.

3.1 Recruitment and Participants

Our target population are content creators matching the following criteria: (1) living and working in Pakistan, (2) generating some form of income from their content (e.g., monetary or through compensation with physical goods). We recruited Pakistani content creators across platforms (YouTube, Instagram, TikTok, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Spotify) and targeted a diverse sample across several dimensions (income level, literacy, gender, follower count, content type) to ensure we captured a range of relevant experiences. For recruitment, we manually compiled short lists of creators of different genders based on profile data2 ensuring broad coverage of the above

---

2In Pakistan, few people openly disclose their gender online. We validated our assumption with participants’ self-reported gender data.
demographics. Recruitment followed an exploratory, iterative approach. We used the results of the ongoing qualitative analysis to expand the shortlists with candidates that could bring new perspectives to the study. For example, we found that content creators frequently engage in self-censorship to protect themselves. To complement our perspective, we then specifically targeted people who post content on sensitive topics that other content creators avoid, such as gender and politics, but also people who only post seemingly uncritical content, such as food or pets. Moreover, after each interview, we asked the participant if they knew someone whom we should interview for this study. We reached out through content creators’ designated contact channels and asked them to fill out a three-minute screening survey to ensure they fit our criteria. The screening survey collected personal information (like age, location information, gender, disabilities, education, and income), and platform information (where they create content, compensation for content creation, description of content topic, posting habit, and follower count). The positive response rates per shortlist were: 21.4% woman, 30% man, 100% Khwaja Sira.

3.2 Interviews

Two interviewers conducted 23 one-hour semi-structured interviews in Pakistan from December 2022 to May 2023. This resulted in a total of 1261 minutes, with a median of 56 minutes. We compensated each participant with PKR 5000 (USD 19.02), resulting in a median hourly wage of PKR 5258 or USD 20.37. To comply with socio-cultural norms, the interviewers were a man and a woman Pakistani co-author who respectively spoke to the men and women participants. Khwaja Sira chose their interviewer. This practice was intended to create a room where participants could feel safe and talk openly. We conducted interviews in English and Urdu, depending on the participants’ preferences. Interviews took place in person or online via Zoom.

We developed the interview guideline with our exploratory research questions in mind. We also took the results of previous studies into account [87], building on them while exploring the topic broadly through semi-structured interviews. Figure 2 in Appendix B provides an overview of the interview flow and contents. We describe the interview sections below and provide the interview guideline in the supplementary material. Each interview started with a fixed introduction that established the purpose and procedure of the interview and allowed the participant to ask organizational questions. Afterward, we obtained the participant’s consent to record the interview and proceeded with the interview guideline. The interview was structured as follows:

Verification Section: We revisit questions from the screening survey about the scope of content creation. This serves both as opening questions to get participants talking and to re-verify that creators fall within our target population and are, indeed, the creators we reached out to. No participants were screened out.

Defining Their Work: This section establishes our participants’ context and content creation habits. In the beginning, participants define their job title (e.g., content creator vs. influencer) by which we address them throughout the interview. Further, they describe posting habits and the type of content they create. We provide an overview of participants’ background information in Section 4.1.

Negative Experiences: We ask participants to describe their personal definition of safety and privacy in relation to content creation. Then, we ask about their biggest digital and physical security and safety concerns. To make the conversation more tangible, we focus on concrete negative experiences that participants encountered in connection to their content creation work. Moreover, we ask who they identified as potential adversaries, and how they protected themselves in these scenarios. Based on this, we categorize the negative experience of content creators in Pakistan in Section 4.2.

Defense and Mitigation Strategies: We explore how participants aim to prevent these threats from occurring via behavioral (e.g., adjustment of content types, or leaving platforms) and technical defenses (e.g., platform features, or authentication schemes). Then, we explore any additional support structures participants relied on to cope with negative experiences. Finally, we explore (gaps in) participants’ socio-technical approaches to mitigating harm from the negative experiences they have endured (see Section 4.3).

3.3 Pilot Testing

To pilot test the interview guideline, one researcher took on the persona of a Pakistani content creator and we conducted two pilot tests, one with each interviewer. We tested the flow of the interview guideline in terms of the overall structure and order of questions. In response, we restructured minor parts of the interview guideline to remove redundancies. As the study progressed, we further developed the interview guideline by incorporating participant feedback. Changes included minor rewording to make questions more open-ended and changes to the question order. No substantial changes were made to the interview guideline.

3.4 Analysis

We transcribed the interview recordings manually and using a GDPR-compliant transcription service (Amberscript). Urdu parts were first transcribed and then translated into English by the researchers of our team. Four researchers were involved in the coding process: the two co-authors from Pakistan who conducted the interviews and two co-authors with German and U.S. backgrounds, respectively. Three of them are computer scientists; one is a social scientist. We conducted a thematic analysis where data collection (interviewing) and analysis was
an iterative process. Our goal was to collect a set of threat patterns which are associated with in-depth data about individual experiences. Researchers used a combination of “top-down” qualitative content analysis [52, 61, 75, 81, 90] (informed by previous frameworks [86]) and “bottom-up” analysis inspired by “open coding” [23, 29, 83] allowing for emerging themes. Three researchers jointly established a first codebook taking into account a male and female interview. We followed an iterative approach where at least two researchers coded one interview independently. Then they discussed and resolved all disagreements and updated the codebook accordingly. As we coded, we wrote summaries and memos to collect and systematize potential themes. Once coding was complete, we jointly discussed themes by revisiting memos and grouping codes in the codebook. Thereby we identified five axial categories (negative experiences, concerns, attackers, defense practices, support). We reached stability in threat patterns after having interviewed 16 men and women. We continued interviewing but focused recruitment efforts on Khwaja Sira creators, to explore if (individuals of) this gender experienced additional threat patterns (because we found that gender is likely an influencing factor on negative experiences). However, we did not find additional threat patterns in the last six interviews (two Khwaja Sira and four men/women), although we learned about extreme instances of already known threats. Therefore, we closed data collection and concluded reaching thematic saturation [42, 43] with respect to threat patterns after 16 interviews. The final codebook contains 495 codes.

### 3.5 Limitations

Interview studies are limited by self-reported data, which may lead to under- or over-reporting. To address this, we designed the interview guideline to focus on specific experiences and provided prompts to aid memory recall. Participants sometimes felt uncomfortable reporting negative incidents, and we respected their decision. Therefore, we acknowledge that our findings may not fully capture extreme negative experiences. To mitigate social desirability bias, we reassured participants that we were interested in their experiences as content creators and would not judge their actions or responses to threats. Given the strict social gender norms in Pakistan (Section 2.1), we conducted interviews in a same-gender setting (selected gender for Khwaja Sira) to create a safe space for discussing sensitive topics. Our convenience sample does not necessarily represent the wider population of Pakistani content creators. While qualitative studies like ours do not strictly require representation, we made deliberate efforts to recruit diverse participants. We defined recruitment criteria based on previous research and anecdotal evidence to identify potential high-risk populations [2, 37], resulting in a diverse sample that includes Khwaja Sira creators. However, future work should quantitatively validate our findings. Moreover, our sample does not include participants who decided to withdraw from creating content, or who faced lethal consequences.

### Ethical Considerations

We obtained approval for this study by Saarland University’s ethical review board. This research touches upon critical negative experiences, thus potentially bringing up past trauma. To obtain informed consent, we thoroughly explained the process of the study, including how we recorded, anonymized, and stored the collected data according to GDPR. We paid special attention to anonymizing participant quotes and present only aggregated demographical information to avoid potential harm due to de-anonymization.

### 4 Results

Findings are illustrated with participants quotes (Gx): x denotes the participant id within the gender group G (Man, Woman, Khwaja Sira).

#### 4.1 Sample Descriptives

We recruited 12 women, 9 men, and 2 Khwaja Sira (see Section 2.1). Participants are young with 83% ages 18-24 and 17% ages 25-34; and educated with highest degree high school (48%) or University (48%). One person was still pursuing a high school degree. 56% of interviews contained answers in both English and Urdu, 26% were solely conducted in English, and 17% in Urdu alone. 48% of participants have 10k - 50k total followers across platforms, while the biggest creator has between 300k - 400k followers. Everyone earned some form of income from content creation, but only 36% were comfortable sharing annual income details. 48% of participants reported earning upwards of 100k PKR annually. Table 2 in the Appendix reports demographics; Table 3 presents a breakdown of the platforms participants create content on. All participants use Instagram, followed by TikTok (65%), and Youtube (61%). Participants post various content topics: from fashion and lifestyle to awareness of socio-political issues. Some participants posted multiple types of content which fall into a common broader category, e.g., fashion, lifestyle, etc. Most commonly participants create lifestyle content (39%), followed by fashion (35%), comedy (17%), and music, life stories, vlogs, and socio-political and human rights issues (13% each). It is important to note that socio-political issues include topics on gender, sexuality, and religious minorities, politics, and human rights include topics like women and trans rights. Two of our participants posted dance videos. The remaining categories include makeup, food, mentoring, photography, pets/animals, family content, and documentaries (4.3% each).

#### 4.2 Threat Landscape and Negative Experiences

We structured the threat landscape of Pakistani creators following Thomas et al.’s taxonomy of online hate and harassment attacks [86] and expanded it towards offline threats. Threats were identified based on the axial categories negative experiences, concerns, and attackers. Figure 1 provides an
overview of online and offline threat categories, including associated attacks that emerged in the interviews. Throughout our results, we compare our findings to prior work on U.S. creators [79, 87] and the general Pakistani population [15], however, we do not provide comparative statements for all findings due to differences in analysis lense.

4.2.1 Toxic Content
This category includes online attacks that are intended to be seen by the creator, often with the goal to intimidate, harass, influence, or silence them. In line with our work, research on U.S. creators found these attacks impact emotional safety [79].

**Bullying and Trolling.** The boundaries between bullying and trolling are fluid, and attacks are prevalent across genders [w:11 | m:6 | k:2]. Women report instances of body (W7, W8, W11) and skin tone (W1) shaming, with one participant developing an eating disorder as an outcome (W7). Similarly, men are also shamed for their bodies, such as for not growing facial hair (M3). Participants are also targeted if they are in positions of power; for instance, W9 works as a civil servant and experienced bullying and harassment due to attackers’ belief that she does not deserve a good life while the local population lives in poverty. In general, marginalization is a risk factor [94] that applies to U.S. creators, too. Attackers focus on identity characteristics such as gender or religion, with intersectional identities (e.g., woman, overweight) compounding risk [79].

**Hate Speech.** In our sample, all genders report experiencing hate speech, although it was most prevalent among woman and Khwaja Sira [w:10 | m:3 | k:2]. Extreme cases of hate speech and harassment are associated with specific content topics, such as religion (W9), politics (K1), and discussion of social issues such as rights for women and/or transgender people (W9, K1, K2). As W9 puts it, activism can be dangerous, as people start targeting you based on the minorities you speak up for: “When I talk about Ahmadis [religious sect] or religious minorities in general, people would just tag me an Ahmadi. [...] If I talk about women, they would just spew slurs at me just randomly. They would curse me, saying I’m a feminist. It’s a curse word itself. March is just upon us and Women’s Day is here. The whole cycle just starts every single year. The other kind of harassment that I face is when I talk about transgenders. They would just say that I am promoting gay marriages just because I’m talking about the protection of transgenders” (W9). Outside of religious, political, and social issues-centric content, even pictures with friends in a mixed-gendered group can lead to harassment: “I remember posting a group picture with my friends and they were, five or six girls and there were two guys in the picture [...]. For some reason, I received a lot of backlash on that post. ‘Why are you promoting Western ideals in Pakistan? [...] She’s Western propaganda.’ Even though it was literally just a couple of friends standing together and there was nothing problematic about it” (W3).

**Slander, Incitement, and Conspiracy Theories.** Slander is a distinct type of toxic content meant to harm the reputation of creators. It is particularly dangerous in Pakistan, as people – especially women – need to comply with strict cultural norms of parah/modesty and honor [88]. Among our participants, all genders [w:3 | m:3 | k:2] fell victim to the spread of disinformation – not only those who produce content associated with heightened risk (e.g., religion, politics, social issues), but also those of non-sensitive content types. For instance, W12 owns a pet account, and a competing account that did not grow as quickly as hers spread disinformation that she abused her animals. Slander may lead to incitement [w:2 | m:3 | k:2], either when creators decide to remain associated with someone who got canceled (W2), or if their content is controversial or sensitive (K1). Incitement
can easily lead to online (W2, W9, M4, M5) and offline (K1) harassment, for instance K1 reports of online articles speculating about her gender that led to religious sects showing up at her home (K1). The boundaries between slander and conspiracy theories are fluid, and the potential for harm is great if the creators reputation is damaged. We identified four instances of conspiracy theories (w:1 l m:1 l k:2) that were all trying to explain creators behavior with hidden political agendas: “If these individuals are sitting and saying that I’m an American agent working on a conspiracy to promote LGBT rights in Pakistan” (K1).

Sexual Harassment. Among our participants, only women and Khwaja Sira reported experiencing online sexual harassment [w:2 l m:0 l k:2]. One prominent experience involved religious figures leaving sexualized comments on the (non-sexual) picture of a woman creator. Being targeted by religious figures can escalate the incident into the religious realm where the victim becomes a target for a broader audience that often is willing to resort to offline violence [55].

Unwanted Explicit Content. The majority of women in our sample receive unsolicited messages [w:9 l m:2 l k:1], often containing explicit content. In one incident, a friend sent the unwanted content (M2), but usually attackers are unknown as the messages are sent from throw-away accounts: “This guy was DMing me really sexual stuff, pictures, unsolicited pictures of himself [...]. I blocked him from so many different accounts and he would just keep making new accounts to do that” (W7).

Blackmailing. Few participants report being blackmailed with the majority identifying as men [w:1 l m:3 l k:1]. Attackers can come from within their inner circle; for example, former friends threatened to leak a participant’s identity (W11). Other attackers are anonymous and threaten participants for attention or personal gain: “The most extreme level of it is when someone reaches out to you and basically asks you for [...] a shout out, [...] a reply, it can be anything like that and if you don’t do it, then they threaten people that you love” (M9).

Threats of Violence. Some participants report receiving threats of violence [w:2 l m:2 l k:2] through comments and direct messages (M2). Attackers are usually anonymous, although participants sometimes link them to known opponents of them (e.g., influential industrialists (K1)). Threats can also be a result of hate and canceling campaigns (M4). The goal is to intimidate or silence the creator, and may target the creator's family and close ones as well (M4). Participants report that content on topics like religion and gender lead to more extreme (sexualized) threats of violence (K1, K2, M2, W9). In general, creators think that “mostly girls [...] receive perverted comments” (M2). In our data set only woman and Khwaja Sira received comments regarding sexualized violence: “Whenever I talk about religion, these kinds of things happen. I believe that [...] the concept of religion that has been propagated by different Madrasas is the ultraconservative version of a religion that I’m talking about. They do not see women or random creators talking about religion. They believe that religion is something that only they can talk about. Just because a person [...] is in westernized attire, [they are] not Muslim enough to talk about the religion. That’s when I got some rape threats” (W9). Participants did not report any threats of violence that were realized offline.

4.2.2 Content Leakage

Content leakage summarizes attacks in which private data or content is leaked by a third party. This was done to threaten, embarrass, or shame our participants.

Doxing. Most woman creators were concerned about or experienced doxing, where personal information is exposed to a greater audience [w:5 l m:2 l k:2], Attackers can come from the inner circle (W11), or engage in social engineering to obtain personal information such as phone numbers (W4). Through doxing creators and their loved ones become targets for offline attacks (e.g., stalking behaviors, physical harm), but also because people surrounding them might feel threatened or dishonoured. In the context of Pakistan, leakage of personal information such as family details are therefore severe threats, and deanonymization has led to the murder of a woman creator in the past [55]. Brands can also be a threat as they obtain participants’ information to send PR packages; one participant had a brand give out her home address to a fan who was a relative of the brand’s owner (W7).

Deadnaming. Another form of leaking personal information and disrespecting the victim is deadnaming a Khwaja Sira, which was reported in one instance: “Dead naming me is a line for me [...]. When people [call me by my old name] to belittle me that I think is a line that I do not like being passed because <old name> is a very personal name.” (K1). Here, deadnaming was used to harass the creator, however this practice reveals sensitive gender information that might not be intended for a broader audience. In case of K1, gender-identity is part of her content.

Content Misuse. We expanded this category to also include unauthorized content use, which was a prominent concern across participants [w:5 l m:3 l k:1]. It is different from content leakage, as in this case the content was previously posted on a public profile. Unauthorized content use by third parties primarily leads to financial harm [38], but may also be used for impersonation that in some cases can result in physical harm. In Pakistan this is a severe threat to woman, as it damages their reputation: “Being a Pakistani girl with a public account, there is always a little thing in your heart that anything can happen anytime, your pictures can be edited and transformed and a lot of other things can happen so social media is one of the most unsafe places, which we all know but still we use it” (W1).

4.2.3 Overloading

Overloading refers to online attacks or interactions that overwhelm the creator by spamming communication channels
(e.g., comments or notifications), usually with the aim to silence or influence them. Non-malicious intentions, such as getting the creator’s attention or showing fan affection were also reported (W12), but can equally be perceived as harassment. Attackers are groups of people, often entire communities, that coordinate to target a victim.

Comment Spam and Negative Ratings. Especially when it comes to religious content (M5), our participants face excessive negative engagement like hate comments and messages [w:7 m:3 k:1]. Comment spam can also be a way for people to get the attention of creators. Complementary, W12 describes out of the norm positive attention from fans as a form of harassment.

Canceling, Brigading, and Dogpiling. These attacks [w:3 m:2 k:1] are similar because they are all carried out by coordinated online communities, e.g., through comment spams. The goal is what makes them different: Canceling aims to silence and de-platform creators (W2, M4, M7), brigading tries to disrupt the discourse (W2, W8, W9), and dogpiling aims to get victims to recant their views (K2).

4.2.4 Lockout and Control

These attacks aim to silence creators or de-platform them altogether by breaking into or leveraging privileged access to a targets’ accounts or devices [87]. In our sample, attackers were never identified, but third-party reports highlight the risk of attackers from the inner circle of the victim [60, 78].

Account compromise. The threat of getting hacked is known to the majority of participants, and they deploy Two-Factor-Authentication (2FA) as a defense [w:12 m:7 k:2]. However, the concepts of attack vectors and recovery seem to be obscure: “I couldn’t access my account and I don’t know why that happened” (W12). M7 told us about the account deletion of a fellow creator, allegedly because the attacker did not like her content: “Her account got deleted recently. And the kid who hacked it said that because he didn’t like the content [...] he deleted it. If it’s so simple for a kid like that to do something, I would say Instagram is not really a safe account. And you can’t even appeal to anyone to help” (M7). In our sample, three creators (W12, M9, K2) have fallen victim to hacks that resulted in account lockouts. None named details on who the attacker was or how their account got compromised. All were able to recover their account with the help of the platform’s support system and external digital rights organization. Only after the hacks and on the platform’s request, two of them switched to 2FA. Participants also expressed their concerns of account or content deletion, although nobody in our sample experienced it firsthand.

4.2.5 False Reporting

A platform’s reporting function is intended to protect individuals and the community at large. However, due to its semi-automated handling, reporting can be misused to silence, de-platform, and financially harm creators or, more generally, demonstrate power. Attackers usually stay anonymous. We extended the taxonomy [86] to fit creators.

Account Banning and Content Reporting Participants were as concerned about attacks in this scenario as they were about hacking attempts. However, they were dissatisfied with the lack of defensive options. One participant experienced account loss through banning twice on TikTok (W8) but was able to recover from it. Another participant reported a similar incident of a fellow creator: “Some random person [...] reported her account and got her banned from Instagram. There’s nothing that she could do to get her account back. She had around 20,000 followers. The person who reported her account also told her, ‘I don’t agree with your content, and I think that you’re annoying [so I took your platform], and I want you to apologize to me, then I’ll give it back to you.’” (W3). Similarly, some participants had their content wrongly taken down from platforms [w:1 m:1 k:0]. Attackers coordinated malicious reporting attacks to silence creators: “Even though my videos did not have any sort of explicit content [dance], due to people reporting it, a lot of my videos got taken down. They still do to this day” (W8). Generally, participants wished for transparency on how banning works from the platforms (W1, W3, W12).

4.2.6 Impersonation

This category involves using, altering, or artificially recreating content to impersonate a creator online. These kinds of attacks can do severe reputational damage. As a result, M9 reported offline harm such as physical assault and lethal threats.

Impersonated Profiles. Half of the woman creators in our sample were impersonated online [w:6 m:1 k:0]. Common platforms are dating profiles (W2, M9), and social media platforms (W1, W10). Attackers are unknown to participants, and motives are often unclear. Attackers deceived people to send them money (W2) or extract information from family members (W10). There was one case that led to offline harm: “People started making fake Tinder and Bumble profiles. I don’t know if it was something personal against me.” (M9). Even several years after the incident, the participant faces severe threats, as family members of the matches track him down and threaten to kill him. They are motivated by violations of strict cultural norms of pardah/modesty and honor [88].

Synthetic CSAM and NCII. Another form of impersonation, that was experienced by one woman in our sample, is synthetic non-consensual intimate imagery (NCII) or synthetic child sexual abuse material (CSAM). Participant W7 had synthetically-created pictures of her shared in an online community forum: “I think to me the most unpleasant experience was the Reddit picture [...] where someone did something really weird on my picture. That was uncomfortable for me because that was more of a sexual nature. [...] I was 16. [...] someone sent me a screenshot of [the image]. I reported that and it got taken down because I [was] a minor.” (W7). Further, technologies such as Deepfakes generate content that is
harder to distinguish from reality, opening the door to harass the victim based on societal norms of decency.

4.2.7 Surveillance

Participants identified two types of attackers: (1) online contacts, such as fans or opponents, and (2) offline contacts, such as friends, family, or work-related acquaintances.

Stalking Behaviors. Stalking is a common experience among creators [w:4 m:2 i:1 k:2]. One participant reported being digitally stalked: “There was a case with a house help of mine that got access to my accounts and then ended up stalking me from different accounts. That was a very big concern for me and a very unpleasant experience” (W6). Stalking, especially if exerted by people close to the victim, directly or indirectly reduces the victim’s physical or psychological integrity. Incidents of stalking may co-occur with physical threats, as was the case for this participant: “I’ve had physical concerns in the sense that randomly, people 1-2 times have sent me messages: ‘This was your car and this was the numberplate. We saw you take a u-turn from here.’” (W5).

Thereby stalking of creators is an example of a post-digital security issue [27], as it blurs the line between the online and offline worlds.

Account Monitoring. Similarly, female participants reported that they are concerned and annoyed that parents and other relatives monitor their account (W2, W3, W6, W9, W11, W12). This is in part due to socio-cultural norms of decency, as W9 puts it: “People in our society are not accustomed to looking at pictures or videos of a woman on social media.” and W3: “I know that a lot of people from my family have approached my mom in a way, saying you have absolutely no control over her daughter and she should be ashamed of what I was doing.”

4.2.8 [Offline] Physical Harm

The various online threats above can manifest into offline attacks causing physical harm to creators. Participants are especially concerned about influential Pakistani figures abusing their power and network to harm them. For U.S. creators physical-world harm was a top concern, however only few had personal experiences [79]. In our study 11 participants reported negative offline experiences, suggesting that they might be more prominent in the context of Pakistan.

Physical and Sexual Assault, Murder. The majority of participants were aware and concerned about the possibility of becoming targets in the real world. Three participants experienced physical assault [w:1 m:1 i:1 k:1]. M9 went through an extreme case of assault as a consequence of being impersonated on a dating profile: “I was getting into my car and behind my car two cars came and parked. A person came out from one of the car and he held me by the collar pushed me against the wall and he pointed a gun to my head and he was you have done this and that to my sister.” K2 reported getting kidnapped. Mostly Khwaja Sira were concerned about sexual assault; none of our participants experienced it. Murder is real threat as is exemplified by M9 and past events [55].

4.2.9 [Offline] Harassment.

This category contains offline attacks that cause the victim to feel intimidated, dehumanized, or belittled.

Sexual Harassment. Sexual harassment like catcalling (W9) was not experienced by men [w:1 m:0 i:1 k:2]. Khwaja Sira faced severe instances of offline sexual harassment through cis-woman: “As a trans woman interacting with a cis woman, the privilege lies with the cis women. Harassment at the hands of cisgender women, I have faced a lot, which can both be what I call sexual harassment and then harassment of a private nature where they ask me very, very intrusive and disgusting questions in the presence of other people.” (K1). She explains that in Pakistani patriarchy, women cannot harass cis-men, so they harass transgender people.

Threats of Violence. Another form of intimidation is threats of violence, such as threatening sexual assault (W9) or death (W9, M9, K2). Many participants are concerned about the possibility of somebody showing up at their address to threaten them. Creators are sometimes threatened to influence their posting behavior or delete content: “Lucky for me it was not someone influential otherwise they would have forced me to delete it rather than asking politely and might have reached my house and telling me you are deleting it or we make you delete it” (M1). Others will threaten to kill creators to restore honor (M9).

Stalking Behaviors. All genders experienced offline stalking behaviors [w:4 m:3 i:1 k:2]. While participants are generally open to take pictures and meet fans in public, some are concerned about having pictures and videos taken without their consent because of being public figures (W3). Similarly, creators reported instances where fans went to their house or current location to take pictures or meet them (W7). In contrast to the previous category, here the intention is not to threaten the creator, but to be near them. The close-knit communities within Pakistan simplify the process of obtaining creators’ personal information for attackers (K1). This is especially the case in rural areas, and when the creator has great visibility [87], e.g., because of being Khwaja Sira (K2).

4.3 Coping with Threats

We categorize defensive mechanisms and mindsets of creators when handling threats described above in Section 4.2 and the external support they rely on. The results of this section contain a thematic analysis of the axial category defense practices and support. Table 1 relates the findings of this section to the previously described threat categories.

4.3.1 Defensive Mechanisms

Technical Defenses. All participants rely on technical defense mechanisms to protect their accounts, content, and
manage their community. To battle account lockout, few participants use authentication-related defenses, such as password complexity rules (W1, M7), password managers (W1, W9), and login monitoring (F6). While some participants follow outdated security practices, such as changing passwords regularly (W1, W5, W6, M9), the majority use enhanced authentication schemes such as 2FA [w:12 m:7 k:2]. 2FA in particular is perceived as a strong security mechanism, however some participants only adopted it when the platform pushed it on them after account compromise (M9, W12), or they saw suspicious login attempts (W5). Similarly, U.S. creators adopt protective practices in response to attacks [79]. Moreover, most participants [w:12 m:6 k:2] rely on community management tools to prevent and combat toxic content and overloading. Mechanisms that restrict who can send messages or reply to content (W7) are used to silence attackers and perceived as effective. Yet, the majority of participants were not satisfied with the available comment moderation, blocking, and reporting tools platforms provide to prevent hate and harassment and de-platform attackers. Similar to how young Pakistanis collaborate to counteract impersonated profiles [15], creators rely on their community to mass-report attackers in the case of hate speech and impersonation. Some participants [w:5 m:1 l:0 k:0] use content control methods to protect against content theft. For example, creators sometimes use watermarks on their content (W11). However, these do not stop the content theft itself, but rather ensures that the source will be known (if the watermark is not removed entirely). Other creators completely separate content into private accounts to prevent it from being misused (W1, W2, W3, W12, M9). To prevent content being deleted after a hack, one creator curates backup accounts to which they can switch in case of a hack (W1). This purpose is also communicated to fans and they are encouraged to follow the backup account.

### Data Policies
Most participants [w:12 m:6 k:2] report following personal data control policies to combat content leakage, surveillance, and offline threats. The underlying principle involves keeping personal data points private, such as details about family and friends, location data, daily activities, or means of transport. Some go as far as hiding their identity online or in real life (W9, W11, M9), or leaking false information to distract people (K1). These practices are universally perceived as effective strategies to preserve online and offline privacy among our participants.

#### Self-Censorship
Similarly to a study on U.S. creators [79], the majority [w:9 m:9 k:2] of our participants engage in self-censorship to protect from becoming the targets of online and offline hate and harassment. Self-censorship is a learned pattern of behavior that results from one’s own or other people’s experiences. Thereby, implicit or explicit social norms influence what may be said and done. While one participant acknowledges self-censorship as an effective strategy to prevent hate (W2), our data suggests that it does not prevent creators from harassment, particularly related to religion. Against this background, self-censorship is a fragile precaution: “I also avoid political and religious discussions online because I know for a fact that will never end well. […] The most precautionary thing is to extremely filter out everything that I say and do” (W3).

#### Offline Protections
Several participants [w:1 m:2 k:2] report relying on offline defenses to protect from physical harm and harassment. They carry pepper spray and rely on physical protection from other people (W9). Khwaja Sira face increased risk of offline harassment and report being selective in response to their digital visibility: “I’m a digital creator who was getting very famous, and if I’m inviting 20 people and 25 show up, at least eight of them are going to show off saying […] we ran into her. […] They will go post my pictures and then that becomes a whole shitstorm. Like they would say this person talks about Islam or Sufism and now you see them in short cloths” (K1). In that way, for creators offline privacy invasions can feed into online harassment.

### 4.3.2 Coping Mindsets
Based on how participants reacted to negative experiences we derived four coping mindsets:

#### Ignore
When coping with online harassment participants had the sentiment that this is something that one simply has to accept and ignore [w:12 m:8 l:2 k:2]. A similar theme was identified by Samermit et al. when U.S. creators claimed to develop a “thick skin” [79]. In line with their work, we find
that creators do not want to give haters and trolls attention, hoping that this way the attack will die down. We identified an additional theme of Pakistani creators being concerned that by standing up for themselves they might confront someone influential who could target them in the real-world (M1). Ignoring is often informed by a sense of helplessness when creators feel they cannot defend against a threat. This resetting of safety expectations when facing elevated risk applies to U.S. creators, too [79]. We find this theme especially for toxic content type threats when creator’s way of coping is to “just get used to it” (W7). Similarly, most could not imagine a world without online hate and harassment attacks. However, this does not mean that they do not deploy defensive mechanisms. Acceptance of risks was felt throughout our participants; for instance regarding impersonation, one participant noted they lacked adequate tools to deal with such attacks and therefore became desensitized: “Impersonation happens a lot. Initially, I would get very scared about it. I would report the account and I would ask my friends [to report] them also. But then slowly, as the number of accounts increased, I got desensitized.” (W3).

Comply. One creator reports complying with attackers to stop hate and harassment, especially when facing cancelling. M4 apologized and changed his behavior and content: “I uploaded three apology videos. [...] I did it once and deleted that account because I was getting too many death threats.” In that way, this coping mindset is connected to self-censorship.

Fight. Many creators [w:4 | m:3 | k:2] report fighting online hate and harassment, especially if other coping mechanisms like ignoring or complying fail: “I try to ignore it as much as I can, but if I can’t and if I lose [my mind], then I’ll have to answer to that person back” (M3). They speak up for themselves (M3, K2), call people out (W2, W5), respond to comments (K2), and sometimes harass people back - the latter also offline (K1). We found that fighting back is a coping strategy that all participants who create sensitive or controversial topics rely upon (K1, K2, W9). We theorize that creators who actively decide to put out controversial content are willing to fight for their voice. But also creators on seemingly uncritical topics easily become targets. When asked whether she ever considered leaving the platform due to the hate she faces, W12 responded: “I think that would be the weakest I can do. I chose to fight, be brave, and to deal with it.”

Fatalism. Across genders [w:7 | m:7 | k:1] participants developed a fatalistic mindset towards online and offline threats: “If it’s harassment, that’s something that I still haven’t figured out how to deal with [...] Though, I don’t know how I will [ever] figure out how to deal with that” (W3). In response to online hate participants left platforms (W5, W9), or even fled the country (M9). The attacker who almost killed M9 advised him to leave the country even after being convinced that M9 was innocent: “He’s like, ‘Today was me tomorrow it could be some other guy from that group who tries to do something like this.’ I was like, ‘What do you suggest I should do?’ He’s like ‘I would honestly say, stay off the grid. If you can […] leave the country for a while.’ ” (M9). W8 stopped creating content on TikTok because her account kept getting reported.

4.3.3 External Support

Information Resources. Two participants (W9, K2) explicitly mentioned education as a critical step to maintaining their security and privacy: “Everything is just changing so much and technology is advancing at a speed of light. I’m just trying to understand it first, and then I’ll take some measures about it.” (W9). Participants got their information about how to defend against threats from fellow creators [w:7 | m:7 | k:0], people in their personal lives [w:10 | m:7 | k:2], search engines [w:2 | m:1 | k:1], platform guidelines [w:3 | m:2 | k:1], advertisements (M8), and organizations (e.g., Digital Rights Foundation) (K1, K2).

Platforms. Creators appreciate platforms having physical offices (M8) and help centers (W12). They rely on platform support to combat impersonation (W4), and recover from account compromise after being hacked (W12). Also, platforms are the only way to recover from account loss due to false reporting attacks. In the case of impersonation participants stress that they “don’t know any other way to deal with it” (W4). Creators criticize the slow response time of some platforms (Instagram) when taking down content mis-use, and highlight that others (YouTube) are doing a good job (W9). Wanted features are tools to check for re-posted and impersonated content (W2, W3, W4, W7), controls over who can view and screenshot content (W1, W3, M9), measures to counter spread of slander (W2), and involving real people to resolve conflict (W2, W6, W12, M2, M9), e.g. in the form of a help line (W2, W4, W6, W7, W9, M2). Moreover, they would appreciate transparency over how banning works (W1, W3, W12) and the formation of support communities (W5, W7, W9, W11, M7).

Authorities. Few participants reported involving authorities when dealing with online or offline threats. Creators rarely reached out to government agencies, and if they did it was not very effective (e.g., they got no response (W5)). W2 summarizes why: “I think in Pakistan especially, like nobody really directly goes to authorities. It’s usually through contacts. [...] I don’t recall there being sort of easy access to authorities where it’s like a helpline or something. Maybe there is one, but [...] it’s not being advertised enough. Because I think there’s also a general distrust in society, like in terms of authority. We don’t really trust them because it’s very hard to find authority that takes your word and actually brings justice” (W2). Even creators who generally fight back against hate and harassment are reluctant to report attackers officially: “[If] I lodge cases against them, I’m pretty certain things against me are going to go ballistic. It’s a double edged sword. I will take an action, but that action is also probably going to cost me my life” (K1). None of our participants mentioned involving authorities in response to offline threats. Other
participants reported being in contact with activist agencies (K1), or reaching out to lawyers (W2, K2) and experts (K2).

Social Support. To cope with negative experiences, especially hate and harassment, participant rely on social support. They commonly refer to family and friends for support and to get a reality check (M3), although W3 tends to hide negative experiences from her close family because “they already won’t approve of <content creation>, and they’ll tell me to stop”. Another popular form of support is to talk to fellow creators and receive advice on how they navigate negative experiences (W4).

Therapy. Last but not least, a few participants go to therapy to cope with the outcome of online hate and harassment. The vast majority of our participants report on how content creation and the threats they face negatively impacts their mental health. They question their self-worth (M4), and face depression (M4) and burnout (W12, K1). One participant reported becoming suicidal after facing severe online and offline harassment (M4).

5 Discussion

5.1 Risk Factors (RQ1)

We discuss factors that correlate with experiencing heightened risk based on the relative frequency of reported threat types (compare Table 4 in Appendix C), and the reasoning participants offered. These factors have to be quantitatively validated in future work.

Gender. Our data suggest that women and Khwaja Sira face heightened threats and are more likely to experience sexual harassment than men (average # of reported negative experiences: [w:7.33 | m:5 | k:17]); future work needs to validate this hypothesis. Women are pressured to adhere to social norms and face heightened risks in online spaces when identifiable as women (W12). Thomas et al. [87] found that woman creators in the U.S. statistically faced more threats than other genders; they did not find effects for transgender persons. In this study the threats Khwaja Sira faced were severe: Among others, they got kidnapped (K2), were sexually harassed online and offline (K1, K2), and experienced human-trafficking attempts (K2). Sexual harassment is an extremely sensitive topic. Victims are reluctant to speak up because of getting stigmatized, i.e., tainting their honor. Also, victims need to be cautious when acting against attackers. Confrontational responses like calling out people, especially if they are powerful (e.g., religious leaders) can become lethal [55]. Thus, technical solutions need to focus on victim protections; solutions such as blocking that draw attention on the actions of victims might not be suitable as it can provoke attackers.

Content Topic. Participants who create content on topics that are controversial face more negative experiences than those who do not. In contrast, in the U.S. content topics were not correlated with higher risk [87]. However, recent research identified content on sex work and nudity leads to de-platforming [13,14] or shadowbanning [12]. In our study, examples of critical content topics are social issues and activism (W9), women’s rights (W9), transgender rights (K1, K2), and sex and sexuality (K1, K2). Moreover, many participants report avoiding content on religion (W2), politics (M2), and influential people (W9) to avoid harm. On the contrary, creators in our sample whose content centers on topics like music (W4) and pets (W12) face fewer threats. Yet, seemingly harmless content such as pictures in a mixed-gendered group (W3), dance videos (W8), or wearing shorts (K1) can be “stigmatized in [Pakistan’s] society” (W8), and bear the potential to be weaponized, especially against woman and Khwaja Sira. Thus, platforms need to take local cultural norms into consideration when deciding what classifies as “harmful” content and must not make assumptions based on Western views.

Platform and Audience. Some participants see a connection between the platform and the hate they receive. They suspect that the audiences differ between platforms, and that platforms with more low-literacy users (they name TikTok) harbor more potential for hate and harassment. Moreover, they think certain interaction features and affordances that allow direct contact with creators enable harassment. However, results are inconclusive, and this factor must be explored further in future work. Some creators reported that they started attracting hate only after reaching a bigger audience (W8). This is in line with Thomas et al. [87], who reports a correlation between hate and audience size. Moreover, Samermit et al. [79] describe prominence (in accordance to Warford et al. [94]) as a risk factor for creators in the US, e.g. when massive popularity and virality further amplify risk.

5.2 Gaps in Defenses and Support (RQ2+3)

Flawed Defenses. Toxic content is a prominent threat that a majority of our participants experience. It is also ranked a top priority by experts, and they advise blocking, muting, reporting, and moderating [95] which our participants also rely on. Platforms invest great effort into combating toxic content, and we find that participants use and appreciate moderation tools that help filter comments. However, they report that it is especially difficult to de-platform malicious actors, and criticise the lack in transparency and efficacy of reporting mechanisms. In line with this, other research discusses how reporting in Urdu is harder than reporting in English [88]. Work on U.S. creators found that involving platforms can be slow and opaque if the creator does not have a human contact at the platform [79]. In our sample creators often felt left alone with the responsibility to defend themselves. However, some active forms of defense, like speaking up and addressing hate, can have lethal consequences in Pakistan’s tight social net when perpetrators in turn feel attacked and use their network to reach creators offline. Creators deliberate this when speaking up against hate; some may have a cause that they deem worth fighting for, e.g., activism for minorities, women and transgender rights. However, a policy brief by
UNESCO and the Digital Rights Foundation [88] discusses that posts on sensitive topics lead to less engagement, either because audiences self-censor too or because of algorithmic biases [10]. In general, all creators were aware of the risks associated with sensitive topics such as religion and politics, and thus most of our participants refer to self-censorship.

**Missing Protections.** Participants lacked any defenses against threats of *false reporting* and *impersonation*. A recent study by Wei et al. [95] in which experts ranked threat categories internet users should prioritize, threats that fall under the category *impersonation* and *false reporting* were assigned medium ranking and rarely identified as top threats. In contrast, we found that *impersonation* attacks likely lead to offline threats and are thus highly critical in Pakistan. In our data set, we had one participant who almost got killed due to being impersonated on an online dating app (M9). Regarding Pakistan, *impersonation* poses a high risk for (1) the reputation of the victim, but also (2) for the reputation of the person who falls for the scam, especially in the context of impersonated dating profiles. M9 still receives online and offline threats from family members of the scam victim, even several years after the incident. Threats are so severe, that even former attackers advise him to leave the country. This points out the potential for geographic biases when selecting generalized security advice [95] and highlights the need for targeted advice, especially for populations facing elevated threats. Critically, even for the general internet user experts identified a lack of effective advice to defend against *impersonation* [95]. Future research needs to work towards effective and feasible defensive mechanisms taking into account the needs of marginalized populations such as creators in Pakistan. Moreover, creators are lacking effective protections against *stalking behaviors*; they rely on *data policies* that are implicit rules to control which data they release. However, it is difficult to foresee which data points might result in *stalking behaviors* and retracting data that is published once, is hard or impossible. In this regard creators are different from young adult internet users in Pakistan [15], as they cannot rely on the same affordances (e.g. having private profiles).

**Lacking Support.** The socio-cultural context of Pakistan impacts availability of support structures, especially as content creation is unregulated and lacks protective legislation [15, 88]. First, there are gaps when it comes to official support structures for online harm. Participants were reluctant to approach authorities, or unaware of agencies that deal with online hate and harassment. Underscoring the problem, even the one participant in our sample who filed a report never heard back from the authorities. This issue is similar for marginalized content creators in the West such as sexual content creators who similarly report being unable to turn to authorities due to stigma and lack of respect [38]. For U.S. content creators, law enforcement can be helpful, but they are not always taken seriously [79]. Second, participants report a stigma that is attached to content creation in Pakistan, especially for women: in our sample they were concerned about their parents and close relatives monitoring their accounts. This in turn might constrain the social support resources women can rely on, if they do not feel they can approach their parents when being attacked. Similarly, young adults in Pakistan are reluctant to report cybercrimes because they do not want their families to worry, or women want to avoid being victim blamed [15].

### 5.3 Towards Solutions

**Threat Modeling.** There is a need to explore the design for flexible threat priorities where socio-economic context determines what are severe threats, as opposed to viewing threats as static across social contexts. Comparing our results (e.g. impersonation attacks leading to offline harm) to previous work focusing on Western populations where experts ranked threat categories that internet users should prioritize [95], we suggest that different socio-economic contexts influence the prioritisation of threats.

**Technical Defenses.** Creators in Pakistan are especially dependent on well-designed technological defenses because of missing social and societal protections (e.g. reluctance to approach authorities, involve families). Defenses need to take cultural norms into account when (1) detecting harmful content (e.g. pictures of mixed-gendered groups, comments by religious figures), (2) protecting victims (defensive mechanisms should not leave traces), as Pakistan’s tightly-woven social-net allows attackers to reach creators offline, or mobilize a crowd to attack victims based on false claims (e.g. religious offense).

**Tailored Information Sources.** Creators expressed a desire for contextualized information sources. We suggest to consider factors that impact creators’ threat experiences when generating advice. Based on our findings we identified gender, content topic, platform, (size of) audience, and broader social embeddedness including cultural background.

### 6 Conclusion

Creators in Pakistan and the US [87] face online threats in the same categories, however there are differences in risk surface and expected harms: (1) what classifies as harmful content depends on the cultural context, and (2) we observe that online threats can be expected to lead to offline harm, which was not reported for U.S. creators [79]. Here, threats like impersonation that are rated “moderate” by experts [95] lead to potentially lethal attacks. Hence, we hypothesize that although creators across the world face the same threat categories, the prioritization of threats changes across cultures. Finally, compared to young adults in Pakistan [15], the threats creators face are even amplified. Furthermore, countermeasures such as taking their profiles offline do not work for creators which suggests that they need protection mechanisms for their specific needs.
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Table 2: The demographic of the 23 creators of this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Binary</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khwaja Sira</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-24</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>83%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-34</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income from PKR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;50k</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50k - 100k</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k - 150k</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150k - 200k</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;200k</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prefer not to say</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Below high school</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Followers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10k - 50k</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50k - 100k</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100k - 200k</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200k - 300k</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;300k</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Platforms where participants create content.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Online Community</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TikTok</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YouTube</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snapchat</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spotify</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Appendix

A Sample Descriptives

Table 2 summarizes the demographics of the study participants. Table 3 provides an overview of the platforms on which participants create content.

B Interview Guideline

Figure 2 illustrates the structure of the interviews. For the full interview guideline, as well as details on the screening survey, refer to the supplementary material.

C Overview of Negative Experiences

Table 4 provides an overview of the negative experiences participants reported on during the interview.
Table 4: Overview of threats experienced by participants according to the coded interview data. "E" denotes that the participant reported a personal negative experience in this category. "T" denotes that they did not report a negative experience, but explicitly stated that they are concerned about an attack in this threat category.

| Threat Category       | W1 | W2 | W3 | W4 | W5 | W6 | W7 | W8 | W9 | W10 | W11 | W12 | M1 | M2 | M3 | M4 | M5 | M6 | M7 | M8 | M9 | K1 | K2 |
|-----------------------|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|----|
| Toxic Content         | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Bullying              | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Hate Speech           | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Sexual Harassment     | E  | E  | T  | E  | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Slander               | E  | E  | E  | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Conspiracy Theories   | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Unwanted Explicit Content | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Blackmailing          | E  | E  | T  | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Incendence            | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Content Leakage       | T  | T  | E  | T  | E  | E  | E  | T  | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Dosing                | T  | T  | E  | T  | E  | E  | E  | T  | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Outing and Deadnaming | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Content Misuse        | T  | T  | T  | E  | T  | E  | E  | T  | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Comment Spam          | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Canceling             | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| False Reporting       | E  | T  | E  | T  | E  | T  | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Account Running       | E  | T  | T  | E  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |
| Content Reporting     | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Impersonation         | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Synthetic CSAM/NCCII  | T  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  | E  |
| Stalking Behaviors    | E  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |
| Account monitoring    | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |
| Lockout + Control     | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |
| Physical Harassment   | E  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |
| Physical Assault      | E  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |
| Sexual Assault        | E  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |
| Murder                | E  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |
| Offline Harassment    | E  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  | T  |

Introduction

Introduction and obtaining consent.

(1) Verification Section
Revisit answers of screening survey.

(2) Defining their Work
Establish content creation habits and actors involved.

(3) Safety and Negative Experiences
Define privacy and safety in the context of content creation. Identify negative experiences, concerns, adversaries, and defensive mechanisms.

(4) Defense and Mitigation Strategies
Explore (gaps in) behavioral strategies and technical defenses to prevent threats.

Debriefing
Collect additional thoughts, participant recommendation.

Figure 2: Overview of the semi-structured interview guideline.